HERC SHORT COURSE COMBINATION BOOKINGS

SPRING 2021

**Introduction to Health Economic Evaluation & Integrating Economic Evaluation into Clinical Trials**

Academic/Public Sector: £245
Commercial/Private Sector: £420
LMIC Rate: Academic/Public Sector: £240
LMIC Rate: Commercial/Private Sector: £400

**Introduction to Health Economic Evaluation & Applied Methods of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis**

Academic/Public Sector: £640
Commercial/Private Sector: £950
LMIC Rate: Academic/Public Sector: £620
LMIC Rate: Commercial/Private Sector: £950

**Integrating Economic Evaluation into Clinical Trials & Applied Methods of Cost-Effectiveness Analysis**

Academic/Public Sector: £640
Commercial/Private Sector: £950
LMIC Rate: Academic/Public Sector: £620
LMIC Rate: Commercial/Private Sector: £950

**ALL THREE HERC SHORT COURSES COMBINED**

Academic/Public Sector: £725
Commercial/Private Sector: £1100
LMIC Academic/Public Sector: £740
LMIC Commercial/Private Sector: £1150

*All prices are Early Bird Rates (up to and including 7th February) apart from LMIC rates which are flat fees.*

TO REGISTER & PAY FOR ONE OF THE ABOVE COMBINATIONS, PLEASE CLICK  [HERE](#)